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About This Game

Fast-paced and furious, DiscStorm is an arena combat game where split-second reactions are essential to dodge flying discs as
they ricochet around at breakneck speed.
Meet up with your friends at home and challenge them to intense multiplayer deathmatches. If you want to really test your skills,
then the single player adventure boasts diverse settings such as haunted mansions and pirate ships - all of which come with their
own formidable enemies and epic boss fights.
Inspired by 90s console classics, DiscStorm evokes retro nostalgia with its upbeat chip-tune soundtrack and bold pixel-art
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visuals. Successfully progress through the vibrant environments and you'll not only earn achievements for your efforts, but also
be rewarded with quirky new costumes for the cast of characters.

Fast-paced arena combat - Gameplay that's easy to pick up, but truly difficult to master: dodge and deflect flying discs
as they ricochet around the arena at lightning speed.
Energetic local multiplayer - Invite friends over to battle. DiscStorm offers a variety of compelling game match types;
fight it out in a classic first-to-ten deathmatch or strive to keep the crown in the hectic 'Regicide' mode.
Epic boss fights - Each arena brings its own unique play-style and enemies. Whether it be the laser-shooting Stone
Golem in the jungle temple or the lava-spewing Fire Elemental of the volcano lair, exciting new challenges await you at
every turn.
Striking retro art and music - the soundtrack fuses modern dance trends with retro chiptunes, whilst the artwork
blends classic pixel art with high fidelity graphics.
A controller is highly recommended to play DiscStorm, a list of supported devices can be found HERE.
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Title: DiscStorm
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
XMPT Games
Publisher:
XMPT Games
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015
b4d347fde0

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Unlike the original, this DLC and the Saxons DLC offer you a sandbox experience, not to mention the pleasure of exploring
your Stronghold and its features right from your first winter. Compared to the original campaign, the 2 DLC campaigns offers
new features and balances. In particular, the Diplomacy button is unique to the 2 DLCs, and replaces the rather arbitrary way AI
kingdoms declare war on you in the original campaign.
The Welsh start at the northwest and like the Saxons, can conquer a second Stronghold for themselves very quickly (faster than
the Saxons).
If you want to enjoy the experience this game offers at your own pace, get the 2 DLCs.. There is a fix in this thread. I managed
to get the game working. I will update this recomendation, once I have played through it.

I played through the game, and it was really fun. It's not something I would normally play, but I do like Japan themed games.
You go screen by screen looking for clues ans solving puzzles, occationally getting stuck and randomly using any item on
everything :). Poorly optimized DLC battle. Getting 13 to 30 FPS (tested on high and very high graphics level) on a system with
GTX1080ti and 32GB RAM.
I own all other DLCs from WW2 only and they run at a perfect 60 FPS on Very High graphics level doing the same test.
SInce switching between battles corrects the FPS issues I can only come to the conclusion that this Raid DLC has performance
issues currently.
The DLC will be recommended once it performs better on my system.
. This is an amateur attempt at a game that has already been done much much better by three or four large companies
I don't mind supporting young developers but that seems to be all that Steam is letting into their catalogue these past two years Anyone know which Digital stores online are carrying the Indie & Triple A titles?. Buy this game and its two sequels.
Play them, fall in love with them, and play them over and over again.
Like a good book with the difference that you get to shape the narrative to your own liking.
The best Choice of Games games out there, tbqh.. I paid nineteen cents for this game. .19$ NINETEEN. And I would happily
spend ten dollars. This game is an absolute gem. The RPG mechanics aren't anything new, true, but the writing is absolutely
solid - entertaining and believable while managing to be genuinely funny. Easily worth a look.. What this game has provided for
me:
- Killed 3 hours of my worthless time
- Provided me with classical titles that I don't know the titles of
- Slightly fueled up my rage meter
- Helped me procrastinate
Undeniably favorable outcomes have reached my neuro-life.
I've killed four birds with one stone.
일석사조. A game with great potential! Let's wait next updates.. i played a free mobile app and it was the same thing but free
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Need more 4wds and different upgrades but overall a good game. uhhh it says broly and bardock are there but i cant get them
atm but uhhh thats okay cuz im sure theyll fix it so yeah u should buy this. Just like Part 1 this is a good visual novel with high
quality waifus,fun story and excellent artstyle.. this game was helza fun coop. Nice art. Puzzles are without explanation, but are
easy, so it shouldn't be a problem.
There are a few bugs, like disappearing wrench, but restarting game has solved it.. a great game. the problems with one have
been fixed. It's like Snake, a bit harder.
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